
First Last Organization Topic Summary Interviewer Show Date Time Length

Rashid Nuri Race/Ethnicity The focus was on changes in the black community since the 1960s and an update on urban agriculture development in the United StatesHeather Gray Just Peace 9/27/2021 18:00 60min
Jim Naureckas Health COVID and media Janine Jackson Counterspin 9/28/2021 12:30 15min
Sonni Waknin Latino Policy and Politics InitiativeLaw/Justice According to the U.S. Census, Asian American & Pacific Islander and Latino populations grew significantly in some parts of country, while the white population decreased for the first time. Whites are still the largest racial group in the country. Nationally, Latinos grew to over 18% of the total population, and are now the second largest ethnic group in the U.S. In California, the Latinx population is now 39% of the population, surpassing whites as the states largest ethnic group.Monica Lopez Making Contact 9/29/2021 12:00 15min
Lisa Graves Labor/Economy Saving the USPS Janine Jackson Counterspin 10/12/2021 12:30 15min

Dave Zirin Law/Justice We speak with author and sportswriter Dave Zirin about his latest book, The Kaepernick Effect.Anita Johnson Hard Knock Radio 10/13/2021 13:00 30min
Hannah Rasker Yellowstone to Yukon Conservation InitiativeEnvironment wildlife corridors and connectivity between parks/reservesCarrie Freeman In Tune to Nature 10/13/2021 18:30 30min
Sheila Rogers South Fulton Police Department Law/Justice Nearly one in two Black women in the US have a loved one who has been impacted by our prison system. Many become de facto civilian experts as a result. Some rise to lead as catalysts for change. And now, scores of Black women are joining the ranks"as officers of the court, police, and judges"to manage and advance a system that has had such an outsized impact on their lives. On today's episode we look at the many ways Black women are leading the conversation around policy and reform within the criminal justice system.Mitzi Miller Making Contact 10/20/2021 12:00 15min
Dhoruba Bin Wahad Law/Justice We speak with Dhoruba Bin Wahad about the history of the Panthers and political challenges ahead.Anita Johnson Hard Knock Radio 10/22/2021 13:00 30min
Lauren Ornelas Food Empowerment Project Environment environmental racism in the food systemCarrie Freeman In Tune to Nature 10/27/2021 18:30 30min
Fred Hampton Law/Justice the city of Chicago, political prisoners and the state of politics.Anita Johnson Hard Knock Radio 10/28/2021 13:00 30min

Khalid Ali University of Massachusetts BostonLaw/Justice In December 2018, protests broke out in several cities across Sudan against worsening living conditions and rising costs of living. Those protests morphed into a mass movement against President Omar Al-Bashir, calling for his resignation. Indeed, he was forced to step down, with the military taking credit for removing him. 70 percent of protesters are women, according to the BBC. After Al-Bashir's ousting, demonstrators continue to demand democracy and an end to military rule in favor of civilian rule. Today, we delve into these developments in Sudan as well as the country's historical context.Margaret PrescodSojourner Truth 11/3/2021 16:00 60min
Michele Lee Health In some parts of the world, traditional herbal remedies are the norm. When we think of natural remedies we tend to think of older generations living in remote areas, in far away countries, with little access to modern healthcare. We rarely think about the ancient medicinal plants that might exist in our very own cities. On today's episode we look at plant and herb medicines through the lens of Michele Elizabeth. Lee the author of Working The Roots: Over 400 Years of Traditional African-American Healing.Anita Johnson Making Contact 11/10/2021 12:00 15min

Julia Wang Birdcast Environment forecasting bird migrations and eliminating light pollution that is disruptive and sometimes deadly to wild birdsCarrie Freeman In Tune to Nature 11/10/2021 18:30 30min

Kieran Knutson CWA Local 7250 Race/Ethnicity One of two contentious and highly-watched court trials in U.S. history are now taking place, both of which will have an impact on race relations in the country. One of them is the trial of three white men accused of killing a young Black jogger last year in broad daylight in Georgia. Ahmaud Arbery was shot on February 23, 2020 by Gregory and Travis McMichael, and pursued by William Bryan. Today, we focus on the trial of Kyle Rittenhouse, the 18-year-old young white man who shot and killed Joseph Rosenbaum and Anthony Huber, as well as seriously wounding Gaige Grosskreutz. Our guest is Kieran Knutson, President of CWA Local 7250 and has been active in protests in solidarity with George Floyd and the Black Lives Matter movement. Kieran is based in Minneapolis, Minnesota.Margaret PrescodSojourner Truth 11/16/2021 16:00 30min
Jon Schwartz Labor/Economy Inflation and its effects on common peopleJanine Jackson Counterspin 11/23/2021 12:30 15min
Bijou McDaniel Youth Speaks Other We speak with Youth Speaks' new Executive Director, Michelle Mush Lee and the Digital Content Manager, Bijou McDaniel about the legacy of Youth Speaks, youth identity and the power of voice.Anita Johnson Hard Knock Radio 12/3/2021 13:00 30min
Ralph Nader Law/Justice Public Interest Reporting, its importance and threats to itJanine Jackson Counterspin 12/13/2021 12:30 15min
Leena Menghaney Medecins Sans Frontiers Health The world is struggling to contain COVID-19, as variants continue to emerge in countries where the virus is spreading unchecked, killing thousands. Not only could widespread vaccination campaigns help slow the emergence of new variants, they would save countless lives. So why cant countries in the global south access the novel COVID-19 vaccines? We take a deep dive into the WTO and international patents and we talk about the similarity between the current battle and the prior fight for access to antiretrovirals during the HIV pandemic. We also take a look at what needs to change in order to create a more just medical system, not just in the United States, but around the world.Salima Hamirani Making Contact 12/15/2021 12:00 15min

Lian Bighorse Race/Ethnicity Today, we bring you audio from a recent teach-in on the struggle of the Apache Stronghold to protect and save their sacred land, known as Oak Flat. Oak Flat is a 6.7-square-mile stretch of land east of Phoenix that falls within Tonto National Forest. These are holy grounds that Apaches have lived on, worshipped on and cared for since before recorded history. The Apache people are defending Oak Flat from forcibly being taken by Resolution Copper, and turned into one of the largest copper mines in the world.Margaret PrescodSojourner Truth 12/15/2021 16:00 60min
Lori Marino Kimmela Center for Animal AdvocacyEnvironment combatting the psychological tendency toward human exceptionalism and immortality that causes mistreatment of and alienation from other animalsCarrie Freeman In Tune to Nature 12/15/2021 18:30 30min


